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Harlequin (UK). Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Innocent in His Diamonds, Maya
Blake, As pure as ice Ana Duval knows that CEO Bastien Heidecker holds her family responsible for
the destruction of his own. So when he's forced to rescue her from a high-profile scandal, she
doesn't know what's worse - his icy condemnation or her burning need for his kiss.Bastien
witnessed his father's ruin because of unchecked desire and despises such weakness - so it galls
him to want Ana, the stunning face of his diamond business. Famed for his cool control, Bastien's
plan is to have the model, then discard her. But he's shocked to discover that Ana is innocent in
every sense of the word.Praise for Maya Blake Innocent in His Diamonds 4* RT Book Review Blake's
fabricated crime is the perfect catalyst to bring this couple together. The Swiss-scapes are
incredibly luxurious and the co-stars are spot on. But it is the battle the heroine fights - no spoilers
here -that wins the day. The Ultimate Playboy 4.5* RT Book Review Blake's romance between this
implausible couple is mystifying and exciting. The chemistry between her vengeful, uberplayboy
hero and her innocent, mistrusting heroine is palpable....
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This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Jaqueline Kerluke-- Jaqueline Kerluke

I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly
only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie
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